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Abstract. This paper presents and evaluates a novel encoding algorithm to
reduce the Hamming weight of the scalar. The scalar multiplication is modified
to utilize this new scalar representation. The results show that the computation
cost (the number of required clock cycles) in the proposed scalar multiplication
is effectively reduced in comparison with other modified binary scalar
multiplication algorithms.
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1 Introduction
Public-Key Cryptography (PKC) algorithms and protocols play an important role in
the network security [1-2]. Amongst PKC algorithms and protocols, Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC) algorithms and protocols have the advantage of providing an
equal level of security using smaller key size [3-4].
Scalar multiplication is an important operation in ECC, but it is a time-consuming
operation. Integer representation has an important role to enhance the performance of
scalar multiplication [5]. There are several papers investigated this issue, such as
scalar multiplication algorithm using complement [6], modified complementary [7],
and hybrid complementary and 1’s complement [8]. Although these modifications
enhanced the efficiency of this operation, but the improvement of the performance of
this operation is a challenging issue. This paper presents and evaluates a novel scalar
multiplication algorithm which reduces the computation cost (the number of required
point addition/subtraction).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 outlines the preliminaries
of the proposed algorithms. Section 3 presents the proposed algorithms. Section 4
evaluates the proposed scalar multiplication, and finally the conclusion is given in
section 5.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Scalar Multiplication Algorithm:
Scalar multiplication, which is defined by Q=kP where P and Q are the elliptic curve
points and k is a scalar, is an important operation in ECC. The binary method is a
widely used method for performing the scalar multiplication. Algorithm 1 shows the
binary scalar multiplication algorithm.
Algorithm 1: The binary scalar multiplication algorithm
INPUT: k=(kn-1kn-2...k1k0)2 ;P=(x,y);
OUTPUT: Q=(x',y')=kP;
1. Q ← 0;
2. For i= n-1 Downto 0
3.
Q=2Q;
4.
If ki=1 then Q ← Q+P;
5. Return Q;

This algorithm scans the scalar bits from the left-to-right. When k i  0 , the point
addition and point doubling operations are performed, while for k i  0 , the point
doubling operation is only performed. So, the integer representation plays an
important role in the performance of this algorithm. Two important integer
representations will be described in the next sections.
2.2 The Complementary Recoding
A complementary representation of an integer k  in01k i .2i , k i  {0,1} is a unique
representation which satisfies the following equation [5-7]:
k   k .2  2  k  1
(1)
n 1
i 0

i

n

i

where k is 1’s complement of k and it is shown as k  k n1 k n 2 k1 k 0 in which

k i  0 if k i  1


k i  1 if k i  0

for i  0,1,...,n  1

(2)

2.3 The Canonical Recoding (CR)
The canonical recoding (CR) algorithm is shown in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: The CR algorithm
Input: A=(an-1an-2…a1a0)2
Output: D=(dndn-1…d1d0)SD
1. c0:= 0;
2. For i = 0 to n
3.
ci+1:= (ai + ai+1 + ci)/2;
4.
di := ai + ci - 2ci+1;
5. Return D;
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The average Hamming weight of an n-bit canonical recoded integer is n [5].
3

3 The Proposed Algorithms

3.1 The Proposed Encoding Algorithm
The proposed encoding algorithm utilized two recoding methods: complementary and
canonical recoding. Algorithm 3 is proposed for converting an n-bit integer k from its
binary representation to the proposed representation.
Algorithm 3: The proposed encoding algorithm
Input: k = (kn -1, kn -2, … , k1, k0)2 ;
Output: B =(bn, bn-1, …, b1, b0)SD ;
1.
2.
3.
4.

If H(k)>n/2 Then A = k Else A=k;
D=CR(A);
If H(k)>n/2 Then B  2n - D - 1 Else B=D;
Return B;

In this algorithm, H(k) denotes the Hamming weight of k and the output is
B = (b n , bn -1 , …, b1 , b0 )SD .

3.2 The Proposed Scalar Multiplication Algorithm
In this section, the binary scalar multiplication is modified to use the proposed
encoding algorithm. The proposed scalar multiplication is shown in algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: The proposed binary scalar multiplication algorithm
Input: k = (kn -1, kn -2, … , k1, k0)2 , P=(x, y);
Output:Q=(x', y')=kP;
1. Q=0;
2. Compute B by applying algorithm 3 to k;
3. For i=n Downto 0
4.
Q=2Q;
5.
If (bi>0) Then Q=Q+P;
6.
Else If (bi<0) Then Q=Q-P;
7. Return Q;

The inputs of algorithm 3 are scalar k = (kn -1, kn -2, … , k1, k0)2 and elliptic
curve point P, the output is elliptic curve point Q=kP. The point doubling operation is
executed per iteration, while the point addition/subtraction operation is only executed
for bi≠0.
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4 Comparison
Our analysis shows that the average Hamming weight of the proposed scalar
multiplication is 3n . The computation cost (the number of required point
13

Computation cost

addition/subtraction operation) for the proposed scalar multiplication algorithm and
two recent modifications of the binary scalar multiplication are computed and
summarized in Fig. 1 for various operand size.
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Fig. 1. The comparison of the computation cost

Based on our analysis which is shown in Fig. 1, the computation cost (the number
of required point addition/subtraction operation) in the proposed scalar multiplication
algorithm is reduced in comparison with two recent modifications of the binary scalar
multiplication algorithm [7-8].

5 Conclusion
Scalar multiplication is a fundamental operation in ECC algorithms and protocols.
This paper presents and evaluates a novel and efficient scalar multiplication algorithm
based on a new scalar signed-digit representation. In this new scalar multiplication,
the canonical recoding algorithm is applied to the complementary recoded scalar to
reduce the Hamming weight. The results show that using the proposed scalar
multiplication, the computation cost is considerably reduced in comparison with other
modifications of the binary scalar multiplication algorithm [7-8].
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